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APPENDIX

9.5. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report No. 50-458/92-20

Operating License No. NPF-47

Licensee: Gulf States Utilites (GSU)
P.O. Box 200
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

Facility Name: River Bend Station (RDS)

Inspection At: RBS Site, St. Franctsville, Louisiana

Inspection Conducted: June 8-12, 1992

Inspector: R. E. Baer, Senior Reactor Health Phy . ste

Facilities Inspection Program * Sect n

J /Approved: /_}go _ # (M MbI. aine 0rray,7Chie , Faciliides inspection Da ea
> Programs SecNion

Inspection Summary '

Inspection Conducted June 8-12, 1992 (Report No. 50-458/92-20)

Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of the licensee's liquid and
gaseous radioactive waste management and water chemistry control proarams.

Results: Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were
idencified.

There were no changes in the oversight or effectiveness of the liquid and
gaseous effluent release program. The water chemistry program had been
implemented in accordance with NRC requirements. Analytical results indicated
the licensee had maintained a well supervised and efficient water chemistry
program.

The liquid releases are routinely maintained at lu s than regulatory limits.
The-licensee had maintained a well managed gaseous radwaste system, Air
cleaning systems were being tested and maintained properly. Personnel had
received good training for system testing. No unmonitored release pathways
were identified.
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The licensee's program for reporting radioactive ef fluents released from the
facility was in accordance with NRC requiretrents, No unplanned releases had
been made.
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DETAILS

1. PERSONS CONTACTED

GSu

*W. H. O' Dell, Manager, Oversight
*J. E. Booker, Manager Nuclear Industry Relations
*0. L. Andrews, Director, Quality Assurance
*R. E. Barnes, Supervisor, Codes and Standards
*T. O. Burnett, Senior Chemistry Specialist
*E. M. Cargill, Director,' Radiological Programs
"J. W. Cook, Technical Assistant, Licensing
*T. C. Crouse, Manager, Administration
*M. Crowell, Coordinator, Nuclear Training
*R. G. Eas11ck, Supervisor, Radwaste
*C. L. Far,tacci, Supervisor, Radiological Engineering
*R. G. Finkenaur, Senior Electrical Engineer
*T. Fredien, Supervisor, Maintenance Services
*K. Garner, Engineer, Licensing
*J. R. Hamilton, Director, Design Engineering
*K. C, Hodges, Supervisor, Chemistry
*T. W. Knight, Student Engineer
*D. N. Lorfing, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
*G. Mahan, Senior Welding Engineer
*J. H. McQuirter, Engineer, Licensing
"J. F. Mead, Supervisor, Electrical and Special Proje:ts
*S. Radebaugh, Assistant Plant Manager, Maintenance
"R. Roberts, Supervisor, Electrical k.;,intenance
*W. D. Roman, Test Director, ILRT
*K. E. Suhrke, General Manager, Engineering and Administration
*C, W. Walling, Supervisor, Mechanical Process Systems
*L. W. Woods, Shift Supervisor, Operations

Others

*D. P. Loveless, Resident Inspector, NRC
*T. O. McKernon, Reactor Inspectot , NRC
*W. M. McNeill,-Reactor Inspector, NRC
*C, J. Paulk, Reactor Inspector, NRC
*K. O. Weaver, Resident In.pector Co-op, NRC

* Denotes those individuals present during the exit interview on June 14, 1992.

The inspector also interviewed several other licensee and contractor employees
including radiation protection, operations, instrument and control, chemistry,
and administrative personnel.

. . . . _ _ _ _, . _ . _ _ - . _ _ . _ . _ , - - _ - ~ . - - - _ , , - . . . . .
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2. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT CONTROLS (84750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's organization, staffing, and staff !

- functional assignments related to the liquid and gaseous radioactive waste
programs to determine agreement with commitments in Chapter 13.1.2 and 13.5 of :
the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) and compliance with the requirements
in Section 6.2 of the Technical Specifications (TS).

The inspector verified that the organizational structure of the radwaste
operations section was as defined in the USAR and TS. Staff assignments, ;

management control procedures, and position descriptions were reviewed for the
assignment of responsibilities for the management-and implementation of the
liquid and gaseous effluent release program. Therc were no changes in the -

oversight of the liquid and gaseous effluent release program since the previous ,

inspection. !

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions
,

There were no changes in the oversight or effectiveness of the liquid and
gaseous-effluent release program.

!3. Implementation of Water Chemistry Control Projram- (79701)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's water chemistry control and chemical
analysis program including analytical procedures, facilities and equipment,
implementation of a water chemistry control program, and implementation of a
quality control program for chemical measurements to determine agreement with
the commitments in Chapters 5 and 9 of the USAR and compliance with the
requirements of TS 3/4.4.4 and 6,8.1.

. The inspector's review of the lit.ensee's water chemistry program verified that
- the program, as implemented, met the commitments of USAP. and requirements of the
TS. It was verified that all water chemistry and analytical procedures,
chemical control procedures, and surveillance procedures had'been completed,
approved, and implemented. The inspector reviewed selected chemistry logs and
analytical data for monitoring TS requirements of the water. chemistry and
quality control program for chemical measurements.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusion

The water chemistry program had been implemented in accordance with NRC
requirements. -Analytical results indicated the licensee had maintained a well
. supervised and efficient water chemistry program.

|:
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4. LIQUID RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE SYSTEM (84750) ;

The inspector reviewed the licensee's liquid radioactive waste effluent program ,

including liquid waste system operation, liquid waste sampling, and procedures i

for liquid waste effluent systems to determine agreement with commitments in
Chapter 11 of the USAR and compliance with the requirements in
Sections 3/4.11.1.1, 3/4.11.1.2, 3/4.11.1.3, 3/4.11.1.4, 6.8, 6.14, and 6.15 of
the TS.

The inspector reviewed approved station procedures for governing the release of
liquid radioactive waste. These effluent release procedures provide for the
following: sampling of radioactive waste; radionuclide analysis of effluent
samples prior to release; calculation of effluert release rate; effluent
radiation monitor setpoints (alert and alarm); projected offsite radionuclide
concentrations, and projected offsite doses prior to release; verification o'-

effluent radiation monitor setpoints; and verification of effluent discharge e

flow rates and volume discharged.

The inspector reviewed selected liquid release permits for batch liquid
, releases from the various was'e tanks. It was determined that processing
(recirculation), sampling and analysis, and approval of the releases were ,

conducted in accordance with approved procedures. Offsite doses had been
calculated according to the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual and were less than
TS limits. Effluent radiation monitor set points had been calculated in
accordance with approved procedures. The quantities of radionuclides released ,

and calculated doses were less than the limits specified in the TS.
,

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions

The' liquid releases are maintained routinely at less than regulatory limits.
,

-5. GASB005 RADICACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS (84750)
1

'The inspector reviewed the licensee's gaseous radioactive waste effluent ,.

program including: gaseous waste operation, gaseous waste sampling, and
proceddres for gaseous waste effluent systems to determine agreement with

~

commitments in Chapter.11 of the USAR and compliance with the requirements in
Sections 3/4.3.7.11, 3/4.11.2.1, 3/4.11.2.2, 3/4.11.2.3,~3/4.11.2.4,
3/4.11.2.6, 3/ 11.2.7, 6.8, 6.14, and 6.15 of the TS.

-The. inspector reviewed selected analysis of grab samples of fission and i

activation gases taken from the main plant exhaust duct, fuel building exhaust
vent .andLthe radwaste building-exhaust ~ vent ~ continuous release paths for the *

,

per.iod January through May 1992. It was determined that the continuous gaseous
effluent releases were being performed according to approved procedures and the-
quantities of gaseous radienuclides' released were less than the limits

_

specified in the TS. The inspector determined that no design changes had been
-made to the gaseous radwaste management system since September 1989.

-

._ _ _ _ _ _ ___. _ _ _ _ _ __ _.___ _,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _
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The inspector vailfied that radioactivity monitors installed in exhaust vent
ducts from the various buildings had been calibrated properly, surveillance
test performed as require, by T5, and that the Offsite Oose Calculation Manual
was updated in a timely manner.

-

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusion

The licensee has maintained a well managed gaseous radwaste system.

6, AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS (84750)

The inspector reviewed the Itcensee's procedures and surveillance test results
for maintenance and testing of air cleaning systems which contain high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and activated charcoal adsorbers- to
determine agreement with commitments in Chapter 7 and 9 of the USAR and the
requirements in Sections 3/4.3.7.11, 3/4.6.5.4. 3/A.6.5.6, 3/4.7.2, and
3/4.11.2.5 of the 15.

The inspector. verified that the licensee's surveillance test results for this
period of August 1990 through May 1992 were within TS-limits for activated
carbon (charcoal) systems and included in-place dioctyl phthalate (DOP) testing
on systems with HEPA filters. The testing on the following systems were
reviewed: control building (main control room); fuel building; standby gas
treatment; radwaste building; turbine building ventilation; and containment-
purge. All systems were found to have been tested properly. The inspector
noted the two individuals who were responsible for oversight on these systems.

were at a training course for in place filter testing during the time of this
inspection.

The inspector discussed with licensee representatives some of the ventilation
problems that had occurred. Condition-Report 92-0065 identified a problem
where individuals had adjusted a damper on a fan which affected the air balance <

in the fuel building, and resulted in a slight positive pressure on-the fuel
building doors which -lead into.the "B" and "F" tunnels. The potential for_a
unmonitored release pathway could have existed; however,.these tunnels exhaust
to the main plant stack and, therefore, are monitored _for radioactivity that
might be present in'the effluent, All tunnels do_not exhaust to the main plant

,

stack.
'

The inspector also reviewed the ventilation system in_the service building.
There are five fans with HEPA filters that exhaust from work areas in the,

service. buildings' chemistry hoods- and health physics areas that exhaust to the-

environment ,<ithout~ permanent radiation-monitors installed to monitor the
-effluent _ This had been identified previously in NRC Inspection i
Report.50-458/84-06 and tracked as Open item 50-458/8406-20. The licensee had
u-cluded that the service building stack need not be considered a gaseous
ertiuent' release point because the expected releases from the service building
would contribute less than 1 percent of the corresponding licensinL basis doses
and were therefore considered to be insignificant.

- .: ..
. - , - - . - - . - . . - - , . - . - . - . - . . . . - , - - - - . . . - . _ . - - -
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The inspector observed the service building f an room and verified that the .

'filter housing / ventilation duct from areas that could contain racioactive
ef fluents had been identified as "possible internal contamination," with the i

appropriate radiation symbol attached. The sign had been attached to the
HEPA filter housing; in additioh, procedures included limitations for the
service building ventilation systems.

The inspector also discussed and reviewed the licensee's memorandum on turbine '

building noble gas problems. The licensee was still evaluating the problem and
trying to determine which of several alternativ(s would provide the maximum ,

benefit _and control the noble gas concentration in the building. The licensee
stated that the turbine building had remained at a sIight negative pressure to
the outside and attached facilities ar.d had been confirmed by the use of smoke ,

tests at exits. The inspector-ciscussed with licensee representatives during
,

the exit interview that any changes to the airflow in the turbine butiding
would probably require that the ventilation system be rebalanced to maintain :
air flow from areas of low radioactive concentrations-to higher concentration
areas.

'

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions

Air cleaning systems were being tested properly and maintained. Personnel had
received good training for system testing. No unmonitored releases pathways
were identified.'

7. RECORDS AND REPORTS OF RA010 ACTIVE EFFLUENTS (84750}

The inspector reviewed the licensee's records and reports concerning radwaste
systems and effluent releases for compliance with the. requirements of
10 CFR Part-50.36 and Sections 6.9.1.7 and 6.9.1.8 of the TS.

The inspector ' reviewed the semiannual radioactive effluent release reports for
the period January 1,1991, through December 31, 1992. These reports were

,

written in the format described in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21 and contained the
~

TS required information, No unplanned releases of liquid or gaseous effluents
were reports during the period under reviaw. ;

'

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions ;

The-licensee's program for reporting radioactive effluents released from the '

-facility was-in accordance'with NRC requirements. No unplanned releases had
been made.

8. E_XIT INTERVIEW

-The inspector met with the resident inspector and licensee representatives
denoted in paragraph I at the conclusion of the inspection on June 12, 199?.

, _ . . . . _ _ _ . _ . . . - _ . . _ _ _ . . _ , _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . - _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _
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I The inspector sum:nari:ed the scope of the inspection and discussed the ;

; inspection findings as presented in this report. The licensee did not identify i

- as proprietary any of the materials provided to, or reviewed by, the inspector
!- during the inspection, ,
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